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Presentation Notes
Thoughts on opportunities and challenges for marine data management from the perspective of a US NSF funded data manager, highlighting the ocean science research data lifecycle, interoperability, making connections between distributed repositories, and forming strategic partnerships to meet the challenges of building a sustainable infrastructure to support the modern research paradigm.Topics:Changes in research paradigm and related challenges facing the marine ecosystem research community including managers of marine research data and data repositoriesBCO-DMO examplesRecommendations for CLIVAR community
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OUTLINE 

Changes, Challenges 
& Recommendations 
 
 
 
 
 

from my perspective . . .  
as a manager of NSF funded  
marine science data from  
hypothesis-driven research 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hypothesis-driven research … unlike other US federal agencies, NSF is not a top-down, mission organization
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CHANGING  RESEARCH  PARADIGM 

It is no longer enough to collect data by 
yourself, publish the paper and move on to 
the next research question. 
 

We see greater expectations from funding 
agencies, researchers, and the extended 
community for open data access and 
machine access. 

D. McGuinness, Fall AGU 2012, Community Science - The Next Frontier  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These changes are also driving change in the way research data are managed.D. McGuinness (2012) Community Science-The next Frontier, Invited Abstract IN51C-1695 presented at 2012 Fall Meeting, AGU, San Francisco, California, 3-7 December 2012.
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THE DATA REVOLUTION 

“[ The data revolution ] isn’t just about the volume of 
scientific data; rather, it reflects a fundamental 
change in the way science is conducted, who does 
it, who pays for it and who benefits from it. And most 
importantly, the rising capacity to share all [these] 
data – electronically, efficiently, across borders and 
disciplines – magnifies the impact.” 

 
The Data Harvest: How sharing research data can yield 

knowledge, jobs and growth (RDA Europe, December 2014) 
 

https://europe.rd-alliance.org/ 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: https://europe.rd-alliance.org/documents/publications-reports/data-harvest-how-sharing-research-data-can-yield-knowledge-jobs-andPublished by published by Research Data Alliance – RDA Europe  (December 2014)Also see: Future Earth Strategic Research Agenda 2014 publishedhttp://www.futureearth.org/news/future-earth-strategic-research-agenda-2014-publishedStrategic Research Agenda 2014 http://www.futureearth.org/media/strategic-research-agenda-2014downloaded as: strategic_research_agenda_2014.pdf
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NSF RESEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT 

How does research data become resource data ? 
Documentation is essential. 
 

• BCO-DMO* is a domain-specific repository  
   for NSF funded marine ecosystem data 

• Data managers work with original PIs to add 
metadata (structured documentation) 

• Standards compliant metadata to support 
access by machine clients 

 

More documentation = better access to data 
 
* BCO-DMO http://bco-dmo.org 
Biological and Chemical Oceanography Data Management Office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does research data become resource data?BCO-DMO is a domain-specific repository specializing in NSF funded marine ecosystem dataData managers work with original PIs to add metadata (structured documentation)And publish out that metadata in standards compliant forms to support machine client access; machine-to-machine exchanhe and interoperability
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All types of researchers: 
other science domains, educators, policy makers 
 
• Access to data and metadata (documentation) 
• Access to vast array of data types  
• Cross-disciplinary research requires access to: 

• Discipline-specific metadata including  
quality control and provenance information 

• Published in machine-interpretable way 
• On-demand data visualization and integration 
• Data synthesis products (e.g. seasonal averages) 

WHAT DO RESEARCHERS NEED? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do I mean by ‘better access’What changes in infrastructure and services will be required to support the new research paradigm?Tension between raw data and synthesized data productsClimate change research is one example of cross-disciplinary research
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TRENDS 

Linked Data 
Semantic Web 
Provenance 
Hills, D. J., R. R. Downs, R. Duerr, J. C. Goldstein, M. A. Parsons, and 
H. K. Ramapriyan (2015), The importance of data set provenance for 
science, Eos, 96, doi:10.1029/2015EO040557. Published on 4 
December 2015. 
 

Quality Assessment, Quality Control  
Documentation should capture what was done 
to ensure the best accuracy and precision  
from acquisition through final data product 

http://linkeddata.org 
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BCO-DMO: PART OF THE SOLUTION 

BCO-DMO is one data office in the US, 
funded to work in partnership with marine 
research scientists to help improve access 
to research data 
• NSF OCE and PLR since 2006 
• 5 year research grant (2014-2019) 
• no cost to OCE and PLR funded PIs 
• data archived at NCEI-Silver Spring 

 
bco-dmo.org     @BCODMO 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSF OCE and PLRresearch/results are very heterogeneousresearch is funded by multiple sourcesdata curated at many repositoriesBCO-DMO has become an authoritative source for NSF funded marine ecosystem research data contributed to the Internet of Scientific Research Things
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BCO-DMO MANAGED DATA 

bco-dmo.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map interface to BCO-DMO data cataloghttp://mapservice.bco-dmo.org/mapserver/maps-ol/Just one of the human and machine friendly options for data accessAs of June 2016:8000+ datasets2000+ deployments (cruises, moorings, other platforms)2000+ contributing investigators
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Intermediate data management facilities 
(sensor à analysis à archive) 

• Determine if/where they’re needed 
• Create them 
• Commit to funding them 
• Use them to enable more/better research  
• Recognize the value of them 
• Work to improve them 

2016  US CLIVAR PSMIP Annual Meeting . June 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine where they’re needed, create them, commit to funding them in the long-term, use them, recognize the value of them, work to improve them
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Intermediate data management facilities 
(sensor à lab à archive) 

PROPOSAL 

ACQUISITION 

ANALYSIS & 
SYNTHESIS 

CONTRIBUTION 
DISCOVERY  
& ACCESS 

DATA  
USE & REUSE 

PUBLICATION 

PRESERVATION 

Rolling Deck  
to Repository 

Data DOI 

THE DATA LIFE CYCLE 
(Chandler et al., EGU 2013) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine where they’re needed, create them, commit to funding them, use them, recognize the value of them, work to improve themThis slide shows some examples of the collaborative partnerships between BCO-DMO and complementary data systems, and colleagues who helped us integrate new areas of technology into the BCO-DMO system.  Data management center staff members must be aware of all phases of the research data life cycle, and identify activities in each phase to ensure success.  Success is more likely if everyone with a role in this process is aware of the importance of the activities in each phase of the research data cycle.  Data managers at BCO-DMO, must understand our role and responsibilities at each phase through the full cycle for US NSF funded ocean science research projects.  Every phase of the cycle includes people who have roles and perform activities.The work done (or not done) in each phase impacts the subsequent phases.Collaborative partnerships can be very effective at achieving success during each phase, especially when trying to incorporate new/enabling technologies.

http://data.bco-dmo.org/docs/nsf11060.pdf
http://www.rvdata.us/catalog/
http://www.bco-dmo.org/how-get-started
http://osprey.bco-dmo.org/index.cfm
http://mapservice.bco-dmo.org/mapserver/maps-ol/index.php
https://darchive.mblwhoilibrary.org/handle/1912/4847?show=full
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/OAS/prd/accession/query/response/d4b00c5728a4b61b1aa567d07c49f165
http://www.rvdata.us/catalog/
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/OAS/prd/accession/query/response/d4b00c5728a4b61b1aa567d07c49f165
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Intermediate data management facilities 
(sensor à lab à archive) 

PROPOSAL 

ACQUISITION 

ANALYSIS & 
SYNTHESIS 

CONTRIBUTION 
DISCOVERY  
& ACCESS 

DATA  
USE & REUSE 

PUBLICATION 

PRESERVATION 

Rolling Deck  
to Repository 

THE DATA LIFE CYCLE 
(Chandler et al., EGU 2013) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCHDO serves this role for the CLIVAR community

http://data.bco-dmo.org/docs/nsf11060.pdf
http://www.rvdata.us/catalog/
http://www.bco-dmo.org/how-get-started
http://osprey.bco-dmo.org/index.cfm
http://mapservice.bco-dmo.org/mapserver/maps-ol/index.php
https://darchive.mblwhoilibrary.org/handle/1912/4847?show=full
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/OAS/prd/accession/query/response/d4b00c5728a4b61b1aa567d07c49f165
http://www.rvdata.us/catalog/
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/OAS/prd/accession/query/response/d4b00c5728a4b61b1aa567d07c49f165
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

2. Comprehensive community engagement 
• JGOFS, GLOBEC, WOCE lessons learned 
• GEOTRACES (geotraces.org) 

• Data-Model Synergy Workshops 
• modified the sampling plan to support modelers 

• Inter-calibration activities 
• Pre-cruise planning workshops 

• modified the cruise track 

• Intermediate data products 

2016  US CLIVAR PSMIP Annual Meeting . June 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many lessons learned during the JGOFS, GLOBEC and WOCE coordinated marine research programs of the 90sJGOFS Lessons LearnedGlover, D.M., Chandler, C.L., Doney, S.C., Buesseler, K.O., Heimerdinger, G., Bishop, J.K.B., & Flierl, G.R. (2006). The U.S. JGOFS data management experience. Deep-Sea Res. II, 53(5-7), 793-802.Baker, K.S., & Chandler, C.L. (2008). Enabling long-term oceanographic research: Changing data practices, information management strategies and informatics. Deep Sea Research II, 55, 2132-2142. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dsr2.2008.05.009.GEOTRACES program:  http://geotraces.orgGEOTRACES IDP 2014  http://www.geotraces.org/dp/idp2014
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

3. metadata, metadata, metadata 
• Data set documentation (provenance, QC) 
• Research process  
• Project and cruise 
 

2016  US CLIVAR PSMIP Annual Meeting . June 2016 

(Measures et al., 2008) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Methods section example from:Measures et al., 2008http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2007GB003042/fullDOI: 10.1029/2007GB003042The URL as published in the 2008 paper no longer resolves, but I did find:http://cchdo.ucsd.edu/cruise/33RO200306_01Which is presumably at least similar to the original resource as citedFull citation:Measures, C. I., W. M. Landing, M. T. Brown, and C. S. Buck (2008), High-resolution Al and Fe data from the Atlantic Ocean CLIVAR-CO2 Repeat Hydrography A16N transect: Extensive linkages between atmospheric dust and upper ocean geochemistry, Global Biogeochemical Cycles, 22, GB1005, doi:10.1029/2007GB003042.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

4. Share data early in the research process 
(see R1); improved quality, increased collaborative 
opportunities 
 
5. Ensure persistent archive (NCEI) 
(see R1) 
 
6. Formally publish the data (see R1, R5) 
assign a DOI  (10.1575/1912/5258) 
 
7. Cite data sources in papers (see R6) 

 
2016  US CLIVAR PSMIP Annual Meeting . June 2016 
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THANK  YOU 

Comments  . . .  Questions? 
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, USA 

Research funded by: NSF OCE-1435578 (BCO-DMO), ICER-1440114 (R2R),  
   OCE-1447797 (EarthCube GeoLink) 

http://bco-dmo.org        cchandler@whoi.edu        @cynDC42        @BCODMO 
ORCID: 0000-0003-2129-1647 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CREDIT SLIDEPhoto credit: Tom Kleindinst, WHOI 
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EXTRA SLIDES 

Extra, potentially relevant slides. 
Slides after this point were not shown during 
the presentation. 
 

2016  US CLIVAR PSMIP Annual Meeting . June 2016 



SOLUTION: Strategic partnerships to develop, share 
& adopt compatible strategies and solutions 
 
§ Domain-specific 
§ Cross-domain 

 
§ Regional 
§ International 

CHALLENGE: How do we meet those needs? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
see BCO-DMO poster from IORC, Barcelona, 2014Should others choose to pursue similar goals, adopting similar or at least compatible strategies, then these are shared challenges, and so the work and solutions should also be shared.  And we get to celebrate success together as well!



SOLUTION: partnerships 
COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE 
• US NSF EarthCube   http://earthcube.org/ 
• ESIP  http://esipfed.org/  
• Research Data Alliance   https://rd-alliance.org/ 
• ODIP  http://www.odip.org/ 
• IODE  http://iode.org/ 
• Future Earth   http://www.futureearth.info/ 
 
BENEFIT FROM LONG-TERM COMMITMENT FROM AND 
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT OF AGENCY PROGRAM MANAGERS 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESIP: Federation of Earth Science Information PartnersRDA: Research Data AllianceODIP: Ocean Data Interoperability PlatformIODE: International Oceanographic Data & Information Exchange of IOC/UNESCO 



 
• EarthCube 

http://earthcube.org/   
 
GOAL: to create integrated data management 
infrastructures across the US NSF geosciences by 
funding research efforts to complement, extend, 
enhance and connect existing infrastructure 
components. 

http://earthcube.org/
http://earthcube.org/
http://earthcube.org/
http://earthcube.org/


ESIP 

• Federation of  
Earth Science Information Partners 

• http://esipfed.org/ 
an open networked community that brings 
together science, data and information 
technology practitioners 

http://esipfed.org/


Research Data Alliance 

 
 
 

• https://rd-alliance.org/ 
• supported by the European Commission, the National 

Science Foundation and other U.S. agencies, and the 
Australian Government; constructing the social and 
technical bridges that enable open sharing of data 
across technologies and between disciplines and 
nations with the ultimate goal of addressing the grand 
challenges of society. 

https://rd-alliance.org/
https://rd-alliance.org/
https://rd-alliance.org/
https://rd-alliance.org/


http://www.odip.org/ 
Goal: contribute to the removal of barriers 
hindering the effective sharing of data across 
scientific domains and international boundaries. 
ODIP welcomes all the major organizations 
engaged in ocean data management in EU, US, 
and Australia and is supported by the IOC/IODE. 

http://www.odip.org/


• International Oceanographic Data & 
Information Exchange of IOC-UNESCO 

• http://www.iode.org/ 
• International community of domain-experts 
• A network of National Data Centers and 

Associate Data Units 
• Infrastructure already in place to support 

marine science research community 

IODE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange" (IODE) of the "Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission" (IOC) of UNESCO was established in 1961. Its purpose is to enhance marine research, exploitation and development, by facilitating the exchange of oceanographic data and information between participating Member States, and by meeting the needs of users for data and information products.IODE is structured to support effective national oceanographic management system and to facilitate information and data exchange … to support partnerships.Projects that support international collaborations:ODP, ODS and OTGAexample Qflag for data exchange  (WOCE flags and others)Also IQUOD for TS data  (IODE SCOR joint endorsement)IODE has identified the following key national outcomes that have a fundamental dependence on an effective national oceanographic management system and should be considered when developing the data management plan:http://www.iode.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10&Itemid=100064Detecting and forecasting oceanic components of climate variability and change,Facilitating safe and efficient marine operations,Managing marine resources for sustainable use,Preserving and restoring healthy marine ecosystems,Mitigating natural hazards, andSupport for the marine research community.Ensuring national security,These align very well with the 2014 Data Harvest focus challenges

http://www.iode.org/
http://www.iode.org/


Belmont Forum 

• Belmont Forum:  http://www.bfe-inf.org/ 
• established in 2009, brings together 

environmental and geoscience funding 
agencies from 15 nations and seeks to build a 
coalition of national resources to advance 
global environmental change research. 

http://www.bfe-inf.org/


Future Earth 

• http://www.futureearth.info/ 
• funding coordinated through the Belmont 

Forum, will be the platform through which 
many global change research programs will be 
coordinated, and the broad research themes, 
including the Earth Sciences, will require 
advanced information architectures to enable 
trans-disciplinary data-information-knowledge 
transfer 

http://www.futureearth.info/


Challenge ~ Connectivity  
• Goals & Strategies: 
§ linking content curated at distributed repositories 
§ improved interoperability (machine-to-machine) 

• Technical solutions: 
§ metadata content standards 
§ controlled vocabularies 
§ Linked Data, Brokering 

• Not just technical 
§ cultural conditions, behaviors 
§ research data lifecycle 
§ “proposal to preservation” 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent efforts to develop and enhance research infrastructure reflect a desire to break down barriers, and connect data and information resources from distributed but related, complementary resources.  We’ve made a lot of progress in making data available and recognizing the importance of stewardship throughout the full research data lifecycle from “proposal to preservation”.Data management center staff members must be aware of all phases of the research data life cycle, and identify activities in each phase to ensure success.  Its important for everyone with a role in this process (marine researchers, laboratory and infrastrcuture staff) to be aware of the importance of the activities in each phase of the research data cycle.



Strategy/Solutions: Connectivity 

• Each ‘fact’ is explicitly declared and described by 
terms from (or linked to) community or global 
vocabularies 

• Each term is identified by a globally unique 
Persistent IDentifier (PID) 

• Each PID resolves to a semantic representation of 
that term, with relationships to other terms 

• Published as open, standards-compliant records 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are striving to achieve a goal wherein each fact …



Challenge #2 ~ Legacy Metadata 

• Human readable 
text metadata 
records from  
environmental, 
legacy data 
systems 

U.S. JGOFS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1990s we recorded metadata in human-readable, text files linked to additional information using the World Wide Web (http)



Strategy: Metadata for Smart Data 

• Use the Semantic Web to connect (or link) 
distributed data repositories  

• Formal ontology modeling 
• Create ontology design patterns 
• Use controlled vocabulary terms 
• Publish content as Linked Data 

 
C. Bizer, T. Heath and T. Berners-Lee. 2009. "Linked Data - The Story So Far", 
International Journal on Semantic Web and Information Systems, Vol. 5(3), 
Pages 1-22. dx.doi.org/10.4018/jswis.2009081901 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C. Bizer, T. Heath and T. Berners-Lee, "Linked Data - The Story So Far", International Journal on Semantic Web and Information Systems, Vol. 5(3), Pages 1-22. dx.doi.org/10.4018/jswis.2009081901, 2009.ODPs to normalize content from distributed, complementary repositories



Solution: Metadata for Smart Data 
• Publish as ISO 19139, W3C DCAT,  

schema.org Dataset extension 
• Formal data publication with a DOI 
• RDF with semantic markup including PROV 

SHARED  STANDARDS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standards-based metadata because we want to supportExchange of information and federation of distributed repositoriesEvolution of BCO-DMO, as presented by Chandler at AGU Fall meetings:2006: BCO-DMO created in Sep 2006; AGU GeoInformatics Town Hall2007: standards-based data management; importance of metadata2008: ocean informatics, controlled vocabularies & R2R2009: ontology development, conversion to drupal platform2010: ocean informatics, matching & mapping to community vocabularies,       automated data publication, automated submit to NODC 2011: drupal conversion, Linked Data2012: Linked Data and Web Services; support throughout the Data Life Cycle 2013: Semantics & Linked Data, Ontology Design Patterns2014: Semantics & Linked Data, Ontology Design Patterns



Big Challenges & Big Opportunities 

• Complex, large scale research questions 
• Infrastructure (people, machines, systems)  

must be updated to support new research 
requirements 

• Increased need for robust, discipline-specific,  
machine–actionable information (semantics) 

• Standards-compliant metadata 
• Documenting open-access data with PIDs (DOI) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research topics of the early 21st century will require complex, large scale researchResearch will require updated infrastructureSupport for machine-to-machine interoperabilityAnd open-access data



Grand Challenge 

• How to keep up with rapidly changing needs and 
expectations of 
§ Research community 
§ Funding agencies 
§ Educators 
§ Policy makers 
§ Other stakeholders  

• … given the usual limitations: 
    funds, time, skilled personnel 

• … and do it in a sustainable way? 
 



SOLUTION: Semantic Web technologies 
• Metadata standards w/ semantic markup 
• Controlled vocabulary lists for efficient search 
• Linked Data to connect related resources 

CHALLENGE: access to a variety of data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Controlled vocabularies help to make data more accessible to researchers in other domain, and other researchers who might lack the domain-specific knowledgeCross-disciplinary research such as Climate Change require access to a wide variety of data 
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GULF  OF  MEXICO  RESEARCH  DATA 

Projects registered at BCO-DMO 
 

include links to other repositories: 
Project-specific Web Sites:  
          research program descriptions 
R2R: original cruise data 
NCBI: sequence data 

bco-dmo.org     @BCODMO 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case study: Gulf of Mexico researchWould be helpful to add a movie of how BCO-DMO links to content at other sites, or maybe just the data, and showing the map interface too.

http://www.rvdata.us/catalog/Pelican
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/KJ732847
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DATA & RELATED RESOURCES 

• We need to be able to connect other 
resources besides the data … 

• Scenario: A publication by Gulf of Mexico 
researcher Samantha Joye says the data 
are at BCO-DMO, and you want to 
discover related data, meeting 
presentations, published papers, and the 
relevant funding sources, and ... More! 

bco-dmo.org     @BCODMO 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge undertaken by the NSF EarthCube GeoLink project
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EXAMPLE:  GEOLINK  for  GULF  DATA 

bco-dmo.org 

     1. NSF funds a Gulf research cruise.         2. R2R serves the original underway data. 

If you know where to look, 
resources are discoverable at 

each repository, but what if 
we could connect them?   

     4. meeting abstracts     and     5. formal publications (data and peer-reviewed papers)  
                                                           complete the research data life cycle. 

  3. BCO-DMO manages and 
  preserves the post cruise  
  data, with links to NCBI.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open access to research data is now mandated by NSF and nearly all other federal funding agencies.  Researchers can comply with this mandate by using services provided by a range of data repositories including: World, National and thematic Data Centers. GeoLink, an NSF-funded EarthCube project, is leveraging Semantic Web technologies to connect related content being curated at existing distributed repositories.
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EXAMPLE:  SAMANTHA  JOYE 

bco-dmo.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario: a researcher is familiar with the BCO-DMO interface, so she starts searching there … (1) Search the BCO-DMO people list and find (2)“Samantha Joye” … we all know her as Mandyand find out what activities Dr Huber has reported to BCO-DMOAnd thanks to the GeoLink project, you can find out much more by (3) clicking the “More from GeoLink” buttonNOTE: that magic button doesn’t exist yet; this is still a dream, but the GeoLink research team is getting close to making this dream come true.
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GEOLINK  SEARCH  RESULTS 

R2R Cruises:  
WS1010, AT18-02, AT26-13 
 
DataONE: 
22 GCE LTER datasets 
 
BCO-DMO information: 
2 Projects: DwHOS, Guymas Basin 
Cruises: AT18-02, WS1010 
Datasets: 4 available 
 
NSF awards: OCE-1043225, OCE-1357360 

bco-dmo.org     @BCODMO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GeoLink searches the content of all the partners who have contributed to the GeoLink knowledge hub and finds additional information: original cruise data is available from R2R, DataONE LTER datasets, BCO-DMO has information on the projects, cruises and related datasets associated with Samantha Joye, and NSF reports 2 OCE awards.
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GEOLINK  …  AND BEYOND 

• Use ontology design patterns 
• Controlled vocabulary term URIs (PIDs) 
• Promote ORCiDs (person) and DOIs 
• Publish more resources as Linked Data 

from other repositories 
• BCO-DMO Linked Data <ISO 19139, term 

URIs, links to other term URIs> 

bco-dmo.org     @BCODMO 
 

GeoLink ontology patterns:  http://schema.geolink.org/   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GeoLink using ODPs to harmonize content across repositoriesGlobally unique persistent identifiers aid with disambiguating instances of important concepts (which Dave Johnson? The one at Harvard doing research on the iron cycle in the marine environment?)GeoLink partners: Using semantic web technologies to enable machine-to-machine interoperability through “smart data”Teams of researchers representing: data repositories, libraries, computer science labs and marine science domain expertsORCiD = Open Research and Contributor ID http://orcid.orgFunding Data (service; previously FundRef from CrossRef) PIDs for funding source organizations 

http://schema.geolink.org/
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